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flight simulator x is a great flight simulator, and the acceleration add-on makes it even better. no longer will you be limited to your
desktop. you can now use this product out and about and also on the ground. you will also be able to enjoy the acceleration content in
every flight simulator x and combat flight simulator x game. the acceleration add-on has been designed to make a game of fsx as fun
and as rewarding as possible. with this add-on you can now fly fast and slow in your fsx game, and take off and land from anywhere.

you will also get to view the ground from above, allowing you to get a birds eye view of the airfield and surrounding area. this package
is an expansion pack that has been created to expand the functions and capabilities of a gaming computer with its acceleration cards.
the download is provided in a self-extracting format, so no installation is required. all you need to do is unzip the file and install it. you
will be asked for a couple of licenses that you will need to purchase from www.fsxc.com, and after you have installed the acceleration

expansion pack, you can play fsx in the enhanced edition mode. the enhancement contains the flight modelling, performance, and
graphics that makes fsx a very special experience. fsx is a very good flight simulator. having said that, it is at its best when it is

absolutely clean. cleaning out all the unnecessary items that accumulate when you are updating the game can be a tedious task but it
is a necessary one. the full game weighs in at an ungodly 4gb (which is the size of the base game and the dlc all in one big file). this is
because all of the included expansion packs add to the size. in order to keep it manageable and to avoid running out of space on your
hard drive, a great idea is to install fsx in a separate folder. when this is done, you will have a clean installation of the base game and

the dlc in a separate folder, and then it is easy to expand the space as needed.
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